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Creative Solutions that enable your business to grow. Developers and Integrators since 1982 - Our 31st Year!
Experience the Avaya one-X Family of Products - Real Soutions,,, Competitively Priced

   AURA - CM r 6.2
   Partner ACS Updates
   one-X Agent
   one-X Desktop
   one-X Mobility

Right now is the time to experience the
flexibility of AURA IP Communications from
Avaya!

   one-X Portal
   User Guides
   Guides for Dummies
  Messaging

Telesavers proudly designs, develops and implements a
diverse array of Avaya AURA one-X productivity solutions.
Our Organization, since our beginnings in 1982, focuses on
facilitating efficient and flexible total Communications

   Conference Bridges

solutions for your business.

   Wireless Phones

Telesavers as a Services Oriented Organization is ready to
design an integrated solution for your Business. We proudly
offer Avaya Aura and Web Enabled Solutions.

Our flagship product, the Avaya AURA - Communications Manager Family of Products is IP based and uses
the legendary Definity Call Processing Architecture. This software is shared across all Avaya Server
platforms.
The Avaya AURA product line is designed for five 9's reliability 99.999%. No other manufacturers' product
meets this standard!

View this Page in Adobe Acrobat PDF Format
Thank you for your interest. Telesavers is an Avaya Certified Business Partner
that does business in the Continental United States.
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Midlothian, VA 23112-0003

804.275.7000
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Directions {Map}
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Executives are the group most likely to have access to mobility technologies today. They are more mobile than most workers and are
likely to have larger and more distributed teams; they need to be able to connect with the office, their team, and their processes
from wherever they are located. More than half of sales teams, field forces, and even office workers also have access to mobility
technologies. Many of these workers have defined business processes that require mobile solutions. Others are finding creative ways

to use consumer mobile technologies to make them more efficient, and some just like the freedom and flexibility that mobility allows
them. Few organizations have fully deployed mobile technologies across the board, but the majority are at least evaluating and
piloting mobile technologies or rolling them out in limited production for users. Eighty-eight percent of decision-makers surveyed
report that functionality is a key criterion in evaluating mobile solutions. What functionalities do they favor? Email access ranks the
highest, followed by business applications, corporate directory access, and IM/presence. More than one-third of businesses report
implementing, or plans to implement within a year, mobile applications for network and systems management, sales force, help
desk, or emergency and critical response applications. Businesses want to connect their mobile workers to processes at the office.
Because mobile email and calendar are generally available and keep workers connected and on schedule while on the road, deeper
business applications are now the target. Vendors are making browser-based and smartphone-specific interfaces to enable mobile
access from multiple devices — and businesses are anxious to adopt. -Forrester Consulting

Avaya is the former Business Equipment Division of Lucent Technologies {2000} which was
the former Business Products Division of AT&T {1996}.
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